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Is the NHS underfunded?





Extra government funding

Reduces gap from £90bn to £57bn.



The savings the NHS needs to make

No funding gap?

Source: The Five Year Forward View: do the numbers add 
up? Centre for Health and the Public Interest.

https://chpi.org.uk/papers/analyses/the-five-year-forward-view-do-the-numbers-add-up/


Realistic?

Source: Paragraph 14 of the NHS Five Year Forward View

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/5yfv-web.pdf


Don’t accept the notion of just a 
£22bn funding gap

Gap of £34bn



What does this mean for 
STPs?



STPs – facing an impossible task?

The 44 teams charged with producing plans to implement 
the 5YFV – the STPs– have to assume that the overall 
calculations made by NHS England within which they are 
operating are realistic – that the numbers add up. 

If this is not the case the plans will not work. Instead of 
the intended improvement in care there will be a decline 
in quality and access and a growing risk that services will 
collapse. An analysis of the assumptions suggests that the 
numbers do not add up. 



How are STPs planning to close the 
funding gap?

• Common proposals by STPs:
– Reduce growth in bed numbers

– Changes to staff numbers and skills

– Cuts to non-emergency care

– Moving healthcare into the community

– Relying on prevention and self-care to reduce the 
need for hospital beds

Key question: Are these proposals achievable?

For more info: Sustainability and Transformation Plans: Five 
key questions for planners. Centre for Health and the Public 
Interest

https://chpi.org.uk/papers/analyses/sustainability-and-transformation-plans-5-key-questions-for-planners/




How is the system 
responding to the funding 

gap



An uncoordinated response

• Tug of war between CCGs and Providers
– Unrealistic control totals
– CCGs reserves to help bail out providers

• Short term moves to bring in more funding
• Asset sales

– NHS Providers – attempted sale

• Capital to revenue transfers
– Yet over £2bn of urgent repairs needed

• Increasing waiting times
• Limiting access and eligibility to elective care

– Last year almost a third of all clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) in England 
had implemented or proposed limits to access or eligibility for NHS services. 

• Staff retention
– £20k per GP found
– Nurse recruitment and Brexit



An uncoordinated response

All made worse by the lack of legal framework 
and accountability for STPs and general NHS 
planning.



Further reading
Reading about the NHS Funding Gap
• The Five Year Forward View: do the numbers add up? Vivek 

Kotecha. Centre for Health and the Public Interest. May 2017. 

Reading about the operational challenges faced by STPs
• Sustainability and Transformation Plans: 5 key questions for 

planners. Vivek Kotecha. Centre for Health and the Public Interest. 
June 2017.

• Sustainability and Transformation Plans: How serious are the 
proposals? A critical review. Boyle. S, Lister. J, Steer. R. London 
South Bank University. May 2017. 

Reading about the legal issues
• STP teams – problems of legal status and accountability. Chris 

Newdick. Centre for Health and the Public Interest. February 2017.
• ‘Footprints’ that leave no footprint: unaccountable policy-making 

for the NHS in England. Kotecha. V, Spencer. S, Leys. C. Centre for 
Health and the Public Interest. October 2017.

https://chpi.org.uk/papers/analyses/the-five-year-forward-view-do-the-numbers-add-up/
https://chpi.org.uk/papers/analyses/sustainability-and-transformation-plans-5-key-questions-for-planners/
https://www.lsbu.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/114409/sustainability-and-transformation-plans-critical-review.pdf
https://chpi.org.uk/blog/stp-teams-problems-of-legal-status-and-accountability/
https://chpi.org.uk/blog/footprints-leave-no-footprints-unaccountable-policy-making-nhs-england/


Get involved!

• The Centre for Health and the Public Interest (CHPI) is an 
independent think tank promoting evidence-based policy in 
line with the founding principles of the NHS. We publish 
reports and analyses on key issues affecting the NHS, social 
care and public health.

• The CHPI is run by a small team and operates on one per 
cent of the expenditure of some of the UK’s leading health 
think tanks. We are reliant on a diverse network of 
supporters and always keen to involve others in our work.

➢ Subscribe to our newsletter: here
➢ Donate: here
➢ Write for us: here

https://chpi.org.uk/annual-reviews/chpi-the-first-three-years/
https://lists.chpi.org.uk/civicrm/mailing/subscribe
https://chpi.org.uk/get-involved/
https://chpi.org.uk/get-involved/

